Tracers Integration Brings the Power of Public Records Search to the Clio Ecosystem

The first public records and investigative data search firm to integrate, Tracers comprehensive search reports expedite case research for Clio users.

BROOKSVILLE, Fla. (PRWEB) November 06, 2019 -- Tracers, a leading data provider for professional public records searches, announced their integration partnership with industry leader Clio, the leading provider of cloud-based law firm management software. The connection between the two platforms offers users the ability to initiate a public record search directly from a matter or case file.

Public records data has long been used by lawyers to find key persons of interest, locate witnesses, and identify critical pieces of evidence to strengthen case arguments. Tracers database provides the most up to date records available through standard search requests such as; comprehensive people search, social media summary, and asset reports or custom searches based on the needs of the firm.

“What sets Tracers apart is our concierge level support. When a user’s search returns no results, our team will proactively reach out to the law firm to help them find the data they need,” shared Shauna Gaus, Executive Vice President. “By integrating with Clio, law firms of all sizes will be able to take advantage of Tracers’ data.”

Tracers has a decades-long history of delivering highly detailed and timely people and business data intelligence to fraud prevention specialists, law enforcement, and investigators. Over the past year, Tracers has also become the go-to resource for attorneys in a variety of practice areas, including collections, personal injury, family law, litigation, real estate, and estate planning, all of which require extensive public and business records.

Tracers intuitive platform, competitive search pricing, and exemplary customer support position the organization for continued growth and adoption. Set to launch a national educational campaign on the benefits and ethical use of public records by law firms Tracers’ mission is to empower legal professionals with the critical data missing from traditional case research tools.

About Tracers
For over 20 years, Tracers has empowered law enforcement, investigators, collection professionals, fraud prevention specialists, litigation attorneys and the background screening industry with the comprehensive data they need to conduct investigations, support litigation, screen job candidates, and property renters and assist collection efforts. Tracers’ pioneering search technology and cutting-edge innovation offers access to billions of public records and proprietary data sources throughout the world and their hands-on approach to solving unique data requirements allows them to tailor custom solutions for any client needs. For more information, visit www.tracers.com.
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You can read the online version of this press release here.